CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: BOEING (3); SPACEX (3)
Two possible successors to NASA's space shuttle are scheduled to visit the International Space Station this month, in their last big step before they transport humans. A successful flight test for Boeing's CST-100 Starliner and SpaceX's Crew Dragon spacecraft would show that these vehicles are finally ready to carry both NASA astronauts and space tourists into orbit.
Much is riding on these flight tests as NASA seeks to renew U.S. capability for crewed spacef light. Back in 2014, Boeing and SpaceX received NASA contracts worth a combined US $6.8 billion, to transport astronauts to the space station. But both companies have repeatedly pushed back their original launch dates.
NASA and Boeing officials have suggested that the first crewed flights of the commercial spacecraft may not happen until 2019 at the earliest-and that's only if both spacecraft perform smoothly during their upcoming tests.
" These dry runs, without any astronauts aboard, also aim to support the companies' claims that their spacecraft can function autonomously. "We will be proving that every system that does not interact with a human operates as intended on the Orbital Flight Test," says Rebecca Regan, a Boeing representative.
I n f ut u re, c rewed m i ssion s, the Boeing Starliner and SpaceX Crew Dragon will let astronauts on board and mission controllers on the ground take over during key phases of f light. Starliner, in particular, allows for manual control after the spacecraft separates from its rocket in orbit and prior to when it deploys its parachute upon the return to Earth.
Boeing's Starliner will hitch a ride into space aboard a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket, which has achieved nearly 80 successful launches since 2002. SpaceX's Crew Dragon will fly aboard the Block 5, the latest version of the company's Falcon 9 rocket, which has launched about 60 times in different forms since 2010.
Each spacecraft accommodates up to seven passengers, who will wear temperature-controlled suitsblue for Boeing and black-and-white for SpaceX-designed to withstand a sudden loss of pressure or a fire in the crew module. Flight controls The health care industry may seem the ideal place to deploy artificial intelligence systems. Each medical test, doctor's visit, and procedure is documented, and patient records are increasingly stored in electronic formats. AI systems could digest that data and draw conclusions about how to provide better and more cost-effective care.
Plenty of researchers are building such systems: Medical and computer science journals are full of articles describing experimental AIs that can parse records, scan images, and produce diagnoses and predictions about patients' health. However, few-if any-of these systems have made their way into hospitals and clinics. So what's the holdup? It's not technical, says Shinjini Kundu, a medical researcher and physician at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. "The barrier is the trust aspect," she says. "You may have a technology that works, but how do you get humans to use it and rely on it?" Most medical AI systems operate as "black boxes" that take in data and spit out answers. Doctors are understandably wary about basing treatments on reasoning they don't understand, so researchers are trying a variety of techniques to create systems that show their work.
PAINT US A PICTURE Kundu, who described her research at the United Nations' recent AI for Good conference, is working on AI that analyzes medical images and then explains what it sees. Her system starts with a machine-learning component that examines images such as MRI scans and discovers patterns of interest to doctors.
In Kundu's most recent experiments, the AI analyzed knee MRIs and predicted which knees would develop osteoarthritis within three years. Then, using a technique called "generative modeling," the AI created a new image-its version of an MRI scan showing a knee that was guaranteed to develop that condition. "We enabled a black box classifier to generate an image that demonstrates the patterns it's seeing as it makes its diagnosis," Kundu explains.
The AI's generated image revealed that it was basing its predictions on subtle changes to the cartilage shown in the MRI scans-which NEWS on both vehicles consist of touch screens and tablets instead of the switches, dials, and paper flight logs from the early days of spaceflight.
Though built for identical missions, the spacecraft and their operations differ in certain design details. For example, Crew Dragon has three windows as opposed to Starliner's two windows.
Each vessel also has an abort system to carry astronauts to safety during emergencies that occur while the spacecraft waits on the launchpad or as it rockets into space. To make sure those systems operate as intended, SpaceX is planning an in-f light test of its abort technology, whereas Boeing will conduct an abort test from the pad (SpaceX completed a version of this test in 2015).
The return to Earth will also look different for Starliner and Crew Dragon. Both vehicles will rely on the tried-and-true parachute approach to slow their descent after reentry through the Earth's atmosphere. But Starliner aims to land on solid ground with the help of an airbag system to cushion the shock, while Crew Dragon will cool its heels with a water landing in the ocean.
Successful test flights would allow Boeing and SpaceX to move ahead with their first crewed flight tests as soon as 2019. Starliner and Crew Dragon must also clear NASA's final certification review to get the green light to regularly ferry astronauts to the space station. And the companies will need to secure official certification to begin selling seats to space tourists-assuming that customers are willing to pay. "For the commercial crew program overall, the biggest uncertainty is whether it really is a business," Smith says.
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